Tribal Exchange Network Projects
Featured Tribe: Seldovia Village Tribe, Alaska

Seldovia Village Tribes’s
WQX & AQS Node
Tribe’s involvement w/EN: 8 years
Media include: Water and air
Project Contacts:

Michael Opheim, Environmental Coordinator:
mopheim@svt.org A ND Tracie Merrill,
Environmental Assistant: tmerrill@svt.org

~ Text courtesy of Michael Opheim & Tracie Merrill ~
Project Overview:
Seldovia Village Tribe (SVT) is a federally recognized
Tribe and has been working and building an onsite node/
spatial viewer since 2007 with the goal of sharing data
locally collected by SVT environmental staff. We worked
with Windsor Solutions to create a spatial viewer (a web
based application/interface) and our Information
Specialist got the node server up and running. The
template for our spatial viewer has been used by 10 other
Tribes and the state of Nevada. We are currently the only
Tribe in Alaska to have an operational node. It has taken
several Exchange Network (EN) grants to get our node/
spatial viewer to it’s present capacity and to submit data
to EPA. In 2011, we began submitting local water quality
collected by SVT’s environmental staff since 2005
through the Water Quality Exchange (WQX). Physical,
chemical, biological, and habitat data have been
collected, and continue to be collected, at local streams
and bays by Tribal environmental staff to obtain baseline
data due to concerns of contamination from nearby
landfills, open dumps, and potential mining activities.

The

SVT Node/Spatial Viewer provides the public with geospatial and water quality monitoring data (physical, chemical,
marine debris "catcher" beaches. In 2012 the Tribe
began a two-year local air-monitoring program
studying road dust (PM-10). The Tribe will
implement an Air Quality System (AQS) Network
Data Exchange, similar to the WQX Data Exchange,
so
that air quality data can be uploaded and shared with
EPA and other partners.

Project website:
http://svtnode.com/Wqx
Viewer/

The spatial viewer and the data on it are open to the public.
Data can be searched for by specific parameters and
exported in several formats. Additionally, there are photos of
sites and several map layers on the spatial viewer that
contain data from several studies undertaken by SVT
(related to the marine environment) and/or are of value to
SVT, such as: drift card data, sea otter survey data, catcher
beaches, hazardous waste sites and traditional harvest areas.
We are currently working to flow particulate matter (PM-10)
data through the Air Quality System (AQS) that we have
been collecting since 2012 due to concerns of road dust.

SVT is currently working to improve our node/spatial viewer to have both AQS and WQX data on it. We are hoping
to get funds from EPA to make our spatial viewer more user friendly by putting all of our data on one site.
What were some of the results or outcomes of your EN project?
Our biggest success has been the ability to share our data with EPA and other Tribes. We have been able to lead the
way and share our successes and failures with others as to what has worked and what hasn’t. We are seeing the
template created for our spatial viewer being used by 10 other Tribes
and the state of Nevada. We have gotten to share our results at several
different conferences in Alaska and the lower 48. We have received
numerous compliments on our spatial viewer and it has been
referenced by several local non-profit organizations working on water
quality issues/concerns within the state and wanting to cite data. We
have had several Alaskan Tribes contact us with interest in
participating in the exchange network and wanting to know more
about the EN. Also, Cook Inletkeeper has shared water temperature
data from a local river on our spatial viewer.
What are some of the most noteworthy challenges and lessons
learned that you would like to share?

Provides the public with geospatial & water quality
monitoring data (physical, chemical, biological & habitat)
collected around Kachemak Bay by the Tribe & non-profit
environmental organizations. GIS map layers include
monitoring locations, subsistence use areas, 2009 & 2010
drift card data from Seldovia Bay, hazardous waste sites &
locations of local marine debris "catcher" beaches. In 2012
the Tribe began a two-year local air-monitoring program
studying road dust (PM-10). The Tribe will implement an
AQS Network Data Exchange, similar to the WQX Data
Exchange, so that air quality data can be uploaded & shared
with EPA & other partners.

Our biggest challenge is of course funding. We have had to cut our
projects back a couple times because of not receiving full funding. We
have been fortunate to make projects work, despite lack of funds, by
teaming up with other Tribes who may be working on similar
projects. We have had to work with EPA to get correct fields/
parameters for the data we have collected. This has been a good
SVT NODE/SPATIAL VIEWER
relationship so far with their willingness to help with our WQX data.
We have had to replace our old server once and are looking at moving
towards the cloud based nodes that EPA is offering to reduce the
issues of maintenance and upgrades. This might be a challenge in
trying to keep a spatial viewer somehow linked to a cloud system. A
big obstacle we are currently dealing with is resistance by EPA in
accepting, through AQS, our non-federally recognized air monitoring
data but we are working on that with EPA and ITEP staff to get that
corrected. On a larger scale, the issue we see for Tribes in the state of
Alaska is the lack of outreach by EPA to get data collected by Tribes
to be submitted through nodes or node clients. We try and share as
much information as we can with the other Alaskan Tribes but it does
not help as much as maybe having EPA actually work with, and support, some of these other Tribes to get started.
Alaskan Tribes may be encouraged to participate in the EN more if EPA presented about it at environmental
conferences held within the State.

To learn more about the Tribal Exchange Network, visit:
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